During the past years we have established the field of subwavelength optics by developing nearfield technology with the equipment from this grant and coupling that with microfabrication technology. In a proposal to be submitted in 1987, we plan to use this equipment to greatly extend our capabilities in subwavelength light beam technology by a simple conversion of our nearfield scanning optical microscope into a direct write laser beam writing tool. This new tool should have a substantial impact since it would afford direct write optical pattern fabrication at 50nm feature size. In addition, certain modifications to the instrumentation from this grant will allow us to put together a 50nm resolution optical metrology tool.
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EQUIPMENT REPORT

All of the equipment either purchased or fabricated on this grant has been used for the research contained in Grant AFOSR 84-0314, "Wavelength Independent Optical Microscopy and Lithography". With the exception of the evaporator system for pipette and mask fabrication, the fabricated components can be seen in the progress report for AFOSR 84-0314 which is enclosed (figures 5-9).

The equipment purchased from this grant has been used to construct near field optical microscopy and lithography systems which will be able to demonstrate 1/10 resolution.

During the past years we have established the field of subwavelength optics by developing nearfield technology with the equipment from this grant and coupling that with microfabrication technology. In a new proposal to be submitted in 1987, we plan to use this equipment to greatly extend our capabilities in subwavelength light beam technology by a simple conversion of our nearfield scanning optical microscope into a direct write laser beam writing tool. This new tool should have a substantial impact since it would afford direct write optical pattern fabrication at 50nm feature size. In addition, certain modifications to the instrumentation from this grant will allow us to put together a 50nm resolution optical metrology tool.
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PROGRESS REPORT

With the help of the Air Force we have been able to develop a new area of optics which is based on the collimation of near-field radiation. The near-field allows super spatial resolution for the characterization and fabrication of materials.

CONCEPTUAL BASIS OF NEAR-FIELD SCANNING OPTICAL MICROSCOPY

At the start of the present contract we had only a rudimentary understanding of the nature of the near-field. As a result of this contract, great progress has been made both in building a theoretical foundation and underpinning this foundation with crucial experiments. The fundamental principle underlying the NSOM concept is outlined in Figure 1, where visible light is depicted as being normally incident on a conducting screen containing a small (sub-wavelength) aperture. Because the screen is completely opaque, the radiation emanating through the aperture and into the region beyond the screen is first collimated to the aperture size rather than to the wavelength of the radiation employed. This occurs in the near-field regime. Eventually the effect of diffraction is evidenced as a marked divergence in the radiation, resulting in a pattern that no longer reproduces the geometrical image of the aperture. This occurs in the far-field regime.

To apply the collimation phenomena, an object, such as an integrated circuit, is placed within the near-field region relative to an aperture. In this case, the aperture acts as a light source whose size is not limited by the considerations of geometrical optics. The light source can be scanned relative to the object, and the detected light can be used to generate a high-resolution image. Because the resolution is dependent upon the aperture size rather than the wavelength, it is possible to obtain resolution of <50nm, which is comparable to scanning electron microscopes, if sufficiently small apertures are used. These are the essential features of the NSOM technique, which, unlike electron microscopic methods, can be applied in air using non-ionizing visible radiation and can form images of fluorescing objects with this same degree of super-resolution.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

As far back as a decade ago, the principle of super-resolution microscopy was demonstrated at microwave frequencies using a wavelength of 30m by Ash and Nicholls (1). In their pioneering experiment, a grating of 0.5mm periodicity was imaged with an effective resolution of 1/60 the wavelength. However, until we reported our initial results in 1984 (2), there were no published attempts to extend this technique to the visible region of the spectrum. This is quite understandable, because the minute physical dimensions of the optical near-field demand aperture fabrication and micropositioning technologies on a nanometer scale. Furthermore, it is not immediately obvious that the results of the microwave experiment could be extended to the visible regime, because in the optical regime, thin metal films with finite conductivity had to be used to construct subwavelength apertures whereas in the microwave case comparatively thicker metal screens with infinite conductivity could be used. These questions together with the inability of the microwave microscope to scan rough surfaces led to little interest in the field.
However, since our original reports (2), several additional publications in the area of near-field imaging have appeared. Fischer (3) in West Germany has produced an interesting series of results by scanning a subwavelength aperture over a second, larger aperture, but these results were difficult to interpret for a number of reasons. For example, the opacity of the metal film used was not large so that the aperture was poorly defined and much stray light was transmitted through the aperture screens. In addition, because of the grazing incidence illumination in his experiment, a series of standing waves were generated when the polarization of the electric field was perpendicular to these screens.

Dung, et al. (4) in Zurich produced apertures at the tip of a single crystal of quartz etched using HF to make a fine point and covered this by metal. These apertures were difficult to produce reproducibly and to characterize because they were manufactured by thrusting this metal covered pyramidal quartz crystal against glass slide and detecting the first instant when light emanated from the aperture. Furthermore, these workers had difficulty in making test structures to demonstrate <50nm resolution. With any new form of microscopy it is essential to have test structures well-characterized by an established technique in order to verify the claim of subwavelength capability.

In short, initial attempts to implement the near-field scanning concept attest to the difficulty of the NSOM technique. To appreciate the technical challenges inherent in this form of microscopy, we completed detailed calculations under this contract to obtain a first approximation for how the radiation spreads out as it emanates from a subwavelength aperture. These calculations (5) and others completed on this contract (6,7) investigate the transmission of light through slits and apertures in screens of finite thickness.

In particular, the component of the time-averaged Poynting vector perpendicular to the screen was calculated in the region just beyond the screen. The results are shown in Figure 2, where the divergence of the energy flux is plotted as a function of the distance from the aperture. These results indicate that the radiation remains collimated to a distance of approximately the aperture diameter. Finally, the near-field energy flux calculations exhibit a close-to-exponential decrease in intensity with increasing distance from the screen. This suggests that rigid stability requirements are required for the z direction even for rough surfaces.

OVERCOMING THE TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

Aperture Fabrication

Several different methods have been used in the past to fabricate the submicron apertures needed in near-field microscopy (2-4). However, under this contract we developed an inexpensive, rapid, and highly reproducible method for producing such apertures at the tips of metallized glass pipettes. Besides the ease, rapidity, cheapness and reproducibility of our new technique an important advantage of our method is that these apertures at the tip of highly tapered pipettes can probe even recessed regions of rough surfaces. To form such apertures with diameters ranging from 50nm to 1000nm from glass micropipettes a two stage pulling process was used. Scanning electron
Micrographs of a 100nm diameter pipette and a 500nm diameter pipette are compared in Figure 3. These pipettes were metallized with 8nm of chromium followed by 50nm of aluminum. The chromium was used as an adhesive layer between the glass pipette and the 50nm aluminum layer. Aluminum was chosen for its high absorption coefficient at optical wavelengths.

Our early attempts at forming these pipette apertures produced tip outer diameters of approximately 500nm for the smaller aperture pipettes. However, recently we have produced tips with outer diameters of 60nm, see Figure 4, using techniques used by biologists to produce pipettes for the microinjection of individual cells (8). We have discovered that we can make even smaller diameter pipettes with apertures at the tips by using aluminumsilicate instead of borosilicate glass. And we are now trying to optimize this new form of light wave technology.

Our application of these pipette type apertures to near-field microscopy and our demonstration (9) of large light throughputs from such apertures has resolved one of the principal problems in scanning rough, real surfaces with this form of super-resolution microscopy.

Micropositioning

Another major problem overcome during this contract year has been the development of a methodology to position an aperture 50nm above a surface with the 3nm accuracy required by the exponential behavior of the near-field. The placement of the aperture at the tip of a pipette certainly simplifies the problem but there has to be a feedback mechanism that will allow for the accurate positioning of the aperture above the surface. We have developed three distinct solutions to this problem all of which work well at resolving this potential barrier to near-field microscopy.

One method for distance regulation is based on an exquisitely sensitive technique for monitoring z topography developed by Matey and Blanc (10). In this technique the sample and a probe tip form a capacitor and changes in separation between the sample and the probe result in changes in capacitance. The capacitance changes can be detected with a high Q RLC circuit. We have modified the technique in two ways. First, we employ our metal coated pipette aperture instead of the stylus probe of an RCA videoplayer used by these previous workers. Second, position modulation of the probe is used. Thus we have incorporated essentially an electrical heterodyning method. With this modulation the detected signal has components at different frequencies and this permits the decoupling of the dielectric information from the topographic information. With such position modulation the technique should be sensitive to changes of less than $10^{-18}$ farads. The advantages of this technique for z position regulation in near-field microscopy are three fold. First, because of its sensitivity, the capacitive method can respond quickly even to very small topographical changes and this allows for rapid (kHz) near-field scanning. Second, with position modulation it is possible to generate a signal which depends solely on topography and not on material properties (i.e. dielectric properties) of the surface. Third, for the probe size that we use, the capacitance changes can be detected from as far as 50nm from the surface.
In the eventuality that the sample is not conducting the light emanating from a subwavelength aperture in an opaque screen decreases exponentially with distance from the screen (5). Hence, in a reflection mode, the intensity of the light reflected back through the aperture is strongly dependent upon the aperture-sample separation and can be used to form a distance regulation system. In this method position modulation can also be employed to extract topographical information.

Finally, Durig, et al. (4) have employed the new methodology of tunneling microscopy (11) to accurately measure the Z position of the aperture. However with tunneling microscopy the probe has to approach within 2 nm of the surface and this is at least an order of magnitude closer than is required for NSOM.

**Vibration, acoustic and thermal isolation**

In a typical laboratory environment, building vibrations exist at frequencies as low as 2-4 Hz, although most of the vibrational energy is in the 5-30 Hz range (12). In our environment, we have measured displacements of up to one micron in this frequency range. If this energy were to be transferred without attenuation to the critical components of an NSOM system, and if the aperture and object were not held together with sufficient rigidity, then their relative displacement could vary by two to three orders of magnitude greater than the precision required. To preclude this possibility, it is necessary to design an isolation system which attenuates both horizontal and vertical vibrations from the floor at frequencies above a few hertz. In addition, such a system must use a damping mechanism to insure that any vibrations transmitted to the microscope are transient in nature. This damping mechanism is also needed to reduce the vibrations induced by the motion of the sample stage itself in the course of a scan. Finally, an effective isolation system must also shield the NSOM instrument from acoustic vibrations, which fall in the 20 Hz to 20 kHz range. The isolation system designed under this contract and described in the next section accomplishes all of these objectives.

Although the thermal expansion coefficients of the various components of a NSOM system will vary widely with composition and size, we have found that the components expand/contract roughly 0.1-1.0 micron for every one degree centigrade increase/decrease in temperature. Hence, the differential rate of expansion of the aperture relative to an object has be be surmounted. This obstacle has been overcome by using two lines of attack. First, the entire instrument has been designed to insure that the thermal expansion of the aperture relative to the object is rather small and second, the apparatus is enveloped in a shell that protects against thermal fluctuations.

**OVERVIEW OF A PROTOTYPE NSOM**

In this section we describe a prototype NSOM instrument built under the present contract in our laboratory. For this description we will use a series of pictures taken during the building of the instrument. Shown in Figure 5 is the vibration isolation system on which the microscope was built. As can be seen it is a passive, dual stage isolation system composed of an optical table and a second stage air table on which the base of the microscope sits. On this base (see Figure 6) rests the sample stage which consists of motorized translators for coarse adjustment and the fine adjustment stage designed by
Wye Creek Instruments. This permits accurate xy positioning with a resolution of <5nm. The sample assembly which permits illumination from the bottom through the rectangular opening seen in the photograph, is surrounded by a stainless steel chamber lined with material for acoustic isolation (see Figure 7). As seen in Figure 8, a conventional optical microscope sits in the side opening of the steel shell and this permits viewing of the pipette as it is translated, with motorized and piezoelectric translators, toward the sample through the opening in the center of the cover. This circular design with the pipette in the center insures that the thermal expansion of the aperture relative to sample is small. Finally, an overview of the microscope is seen in Figure 9. In this overview we clearly see the magnets that we use for eddy current damping of vibrations induced by movements on the stage. These magnets surround the base of the microscope and emanate from pillars that rest on the optical table. The photomultiplier/detection system (not seen in the photograph) that monitors the light emanating from the back end of the pipette is placed on top of the center of the stainless steel shell that surrounds the sample chamber and this signal is recorded, for each position of the sample under the pipette, by one of two IBM PC AT computers. These computers control the scan, collect the data from both the capacitance and NSOM signals and perform the imaging tasks required.

RESULTS FROM THE CORNELL NSOM

In this section we will demonstrate that even in a fluorescence mode the resolution we have obtained with our instrument is comparable to the resolution obtained with scanning electron microscopes. To demonstrate this resolution we made test structures by contact printing a pattern from a mask formed by electron beam lithography. This mask of silicon nitride was placed in contact with a clear glass coverslip and the material to be deposited was then evaporated through the mask and onto the coverslip. For the transmission scans, 50nm of chromium was evaporated whereas 50nm of 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride was used for the fluorescence measurements. The samples were then coated with 5nm of chromium to assure conductivity over the edge or grating. The patterns thus formed had sharp, well-characterized features as demonstrated by scanning electron microscopy, SEM. Such test patterns are essential to quantitatively assess the resolution of NSOM in both the transmission and fluorescence modes.

Figure 10 shows a transmission scan over a chromium step for both a 600nm and 100nm diameter aperture. The distance from 12% to 88% transmission scales with aperture size. In Figure 11 the high resolution NSOM data is compared to a linescan from an electron micrograph of the same edge. The SEM trace is a convolution of the edge profile with the beam profile and the secondary electron emission yield function. The edge profile can be estimated from the micrograph trace to have a width of 30nm assuming a beam diameter of 20nm. This finite width is a result of the contact printing process. The 12%-88% point in intensity of the NSOM trace is 60nm. This is the near-field beam profile convoluted with the 30nm edge width.

Using these results we can make quantitative comparisons between the SEM and both experimental and theoretical NSOM scans. The theoretical curve through the NSOM data in Figure 11 was generated by assuming exponential absorption in the chromium step and an intensity transmitted to the detector scaling as the third power of the unoccluded area as suggested by Bethe (13).
Also shown in Figure 11 is a conventional far-field optical line scan obtained from the edge using the same 0.55 NA objective lens as used for focusing the light for the NSOM scans. The solid line passing through these experimental points has been calculated from the theory for a conventional incoherent scanning optical microscope (14). The result of a similar calculation for a 1.4NA objective is shown at the top of Figure 11. Thus, one can infer that resolution far exceeding the diffraction limit has been achieved using near-field scanning techniques and this emphasizes the exciting potential of being able to form subwavelength light spots for characterization and fabrication.

Using the same pipettes as were used for the data above we have obtained scans of fluorescent edges and gratings. One such scan of a fluorescent grating of period 800nm is shown in Figure 12A. A densitometer trace of a scanning electron micrograph of the same perylene grating is also shown in Figure 12B. The sharpest maximum and minimum change in the fluorescence NSOM image is <50nm. Thus fluorescence NSOM grating scans have been demonstrated with resolution comparable to the aperture diameter used and comparable to scanning electron micrographs of the same grating. The resolution obtained (15) is at least an order of magnitude better than the emission wavelength which is at 700nm.

WAVELENGTH INDEPENDENT LITHOGRAPHY

Considerable progress has also been made in the development of the necessary experimental methodology to produce the lithographic resists that are necessary for subwavelength lithography. The most successful method uses a Langmuir-Blodgett trough which can produce with high accuracy and reproducibility thicknesses down to a few nanometers. We have shown under this contract that pinhole free layers of such resists can be produced (16). For our initial experiments we used Shipley AZ 1400-5 resist which we were able to spin on as layers of less than 50nm. The scheme we used to impress various patterns on this resist is illustrated in Figure 13A. We developed a combination of a point mount and vacuum suction to bring the substrate into close contact with a quartz mask that was produced by contact printing with aluminum or chrome. Figure 13B shows what is seen when the mask and substrate are viewed from the top. Essentially the black central circle is the region that is within the near-field. The dimensionality of the various components in this scheme is shown in cross-section in Figure 13C. The method of fabrication of the quartz mask is seen in Figure 14. In this figure the pattern which is produced by electron beam lithography is further etched into silicon nitride via reactive ion etching. This mask is used to produce the contact print on quartz. The contact printing process is depicted in Figure 15. As can be seen Cr or Al is thermally evaporated through the silicon nitride mask onto the quartz plate. A scanning electron micrograph of a typical metal on quartz mask is shown in Figure 16. The resulting optical lithograph in the near-field is shown in Figure 17. As can be seen the grating is faithfully reproduced in silicon to better than 200nm resolution using light of 450nm. We expect to get much better resolution once the fabrication quality of our masks is improved with the recently installed electron beam machine at the National Submicron Research and Resource Facility.
In summary, our experiments thus far have demonstrated the feasibility of the subwavelength optical technology we have pioneered under this contract. Thus, these experiments confirm the exciting potential for applications of the near-field technology in a variety of areas of interest to the Air Force.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Schematic representation showing the collimation of radiation emanating from a subwavelength aperture.

Figure 2: The energy flux emanating from a 50nm diameter aperture normalized to the energy of the incident plane wave, is shown plotted as a function of both the perpendicular distance (z) from an 180nm thick conducting screen and the ratio of the lateral distance from the center of the aperture to the half width of the aperture (x/a). Notice that the radiation is collimated to roughly the edge of the aperture (x/a = 1) out to z=60nm.

Figure 3: Scanning electron micrographs of metallized pipettes with aperture of diameters 100nm and 500nm at the tips of the pipettes.

Figure 4: Scanning electron micrograph of a 50nm outer diameter pipette.

Figure 5: Shown is the passive vibration isolation system used. Part of the air table used is seen at the bottom of the picture. On this air table is a second stage isolation air table which was home-built and on top of this is placed a Newport surface which serves as the base of the microscope.

Figure 6: Place on the microscope base is the coarse adjustment, motorized translators on which sits a piezoelectric nanometer scanning stage. In the center of this stage sits a circular glass coverslip on which the sample rests. The rectangular opening in the front of the coarse xy stages is for illumination of the sample from the bottom. This is accomplished by a mirror and a long working distance lens that is installed in the stage and focusses the light through the glass coverslip on which the sample sits.

Figure 7: Surrounding the xy stages seen in Fig. 6 is a stainless steel shell that also sits on the microscope base. Lining this shell is material for acoustic shielding.

Figure 8: A stainless steel cover is bolted to the stainless steel shell seen in Fig. 7. In the center of this cover is the opening into which the pipette with the coarse z translator and fine adjustment z piezoelectric fits. In the side of the shell is the microscope which allows the pipette to be viewed as it is brought into proximity of the sample. Also in view at the bottom left hand side of the picture are the optics for the inverted microscope that allows viewing the sample from the bottom as it is translated under the pipette by the coarse stage. Notice that the design decouples the xy motion from the z motion. Thus as the sample is rapidly scanned under the pipette the z piezoelectric, in response to one of the feedback mechanisms described in the text, independently adjusts the z position of the pipette aperture relative to the sample surface so that a constant sample/aperture separation is maintained. Notice also that the circular design minimizes thermal drift problems.

Figure 9: An overview of the NSOM instrument is seen in this figure. Surrounding the instrument are posts that are bolted to the optical table. Each of these posts have magnets that protrude into copper blocks that sit on the base of the microscope. These magnet/copper block assemblies are for eddy
current damping of vibrations that arise from the motions of the microscope during a scan. Seen in the background is the material that forms the walls of the room that surround the microscope. This material provides acoustic isolation. In fact everything except the microscope sits outside this acoustic enclosure. This includes the laser and the two IBM PC AT computers that control the microscope, collect the data and form the images with a special board and a high resolution dedicated graphics system from Imaging Technology. Also seen in the upper right of the picture is the erecter set that holds the photomultiplier and detection system. The photomultiplier is placed just above the opening in the stainless steel plate that fits over the stainless steel shell. In this position the photomultiplier can detect the photons that emanate from the back end of the pipette as the sample is translated rapidly under the aperture. Thus, at each position of the sample the photons detected by the photomultiplier are recorded into the memory of one of the two computers and subsequently, within 2 secs. after a scan an image appears on the Imaging Technology monitor. This NSOM image can be overlayed with the z topography capacitance image which is available at the same time.

Figure 10: Bottom low resolution (aperture=600nm) and top high resolution (aperture=100nm) transmission NSOM scans of a 50nm chromium edge are shown above. Wavelength used was 570nm.

Figure 11: NSOM and SEM comparisons. From bottom to top are shown: a densitometer trace of a scanning electron micrograph of a 50nm thick chromium edge; an NSOM scan of the same edge using 570nm excitation plotted against a theoretical NSOM curve; a theoretical scanning optical microscope (SOM) scan (570nm excitation and NA=0.55) plotted with points from an experimental optical micrograph scan of the same 50nm thick chrome step taken with 570nm excitation and the NA=0.55 optics used for focusing the light on the grating for the NSOM scans; and a theoretical SOM edge scan using a very high (1.4 NA) numerical aperture objective and 570nm excitation. All edge scan steps were normalized to an intensity change of unity.

Figure 12: A fluorescent NSOM and SEM comparison. A fluorescence NSOM scan of a perylene grating with a period of 800nm (A) is shown below a densitometer trace of a SEM scan of the same grating (B). The SEM scan was slightly displaced in a direction parallel to the grating lines relative to the NSOM scan.

Figure 13: A) Schematic of our method of optical pattern transfer B) Top view seen in optical microscope when contact is made between resist and mask C) Cross-sectional view of the optical pattern transfer method.

Figure 14: Method of printing mask fabrication.

Figure 15: Schematic of quartz contact printing.

Figure 16: Scanning electron micrograph of fabricated quartz mask.

Figure 17: A scanning electron micrograph of a near-field replication of a sub-500nm periodicity grating.
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Figure 4
Figure 10
Illumination, quartz mask, substrate, point mount, vacuum suction, mask, diffraction pattern, near field region, quartz pattern, AZ 1400-5 resist, Silicon.
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figure 14

side view

- A 1000μm Si Nitride window is mounted on Si
- A layer of PMMA is added
- Pattern is exposed with E beam and developed
- Pattern is etched through Si nitride window

top view
Thermal evaporation of Cr of Al (500 Å)

quartz mask with Cr or Al pattern
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